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Four Seasons  Hotel New York new rooms  with New York skyline in view

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Four Seasons Hotel New York is finally unveiling its extensive renovation that includes luxury suites designed by
hotelier Ty Warner.

The $120 million update was designed to emphasize the views of New York while creating an oasis escape in the
bustling city. Oversized windows, adjustable lighting, luxury bathrooms, king-sized pedestal beds and wall coverings
are just some of the new additions that Four Seasons hopes will exude opulence.

"For over 20 years, Four Seasons Hotel New York has been a global icon noted for creating and upholding the
highest standard of excellence in New York City," said Mehdi Eftekari, general manager at Four Seasons Hotel New
York. "This recent renovation further solidifies Four Seasons Hotel New York as the leader in Midtown Manhattan."

New York luxury
Mr. Warner noted that he had traveled around the world to gain inspiration for the New York hotel's redesign. While
the designer has brought a fresh take on luxury hospitality, the design has stayed true to original architect I.M. Pei's
modern-deco style.

The king-sized beds give the appearance as if they are floating. Each pedestal frame was built by hand, fitted with
custom sheets and bedding.
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Four Seasons Hotel New York suite

Japanese Tamo Ash was used in the creation of the bed frames and other fixtures throughout the rooms, as well as
Cerused Oak and custom fabrics.

Wall coverings, Lizard gold and English sycamore wood paneling line the rooms, which are fitted with 100 percent
wool carpeting and hand knotted rugs.

Four Seasons Hotel New York's windows now stand apart from many other hotels, with the ability to open. The
oversized windows offer panoramic views of the city for suite guests.

Closets are walk-in sized and made with English sycamore with a makeup vanity space. Each room features a
curved 65-inch or 55-inch HD television.

The luxury hotel brand renovated a total of 368 studios and suites. Each room features custom-designed ziggurat
ceilings.

Bathrooms are fitted with Italian Breccia Oniciata marble with deep-soaking tubs, glass-lined showers and remote-
controlled mirror televisions. Some tubs are whirlpool edition and fill up within two minutes.

Four Seasons Hotel New York main stairway

Located on 57th street, Four Seasons Hotel New York hopes to provide a quality stay in the city for visitors that
completely embodies luxury.

Four Seasons steps forward
Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts also recently entered North America's most "European city."

The hospitality group announced plans with property development and management firm Carbonleo to build a Four
Seasons hotel and branded private residences in downtown Montreal. The city, known for its European essence, is
one of Canada's most popular destinations for business and leisure (see more).

Four Seasons Hotel New York is known for its innovative luxury experience. Reflecting this, cognac-maker Louis XIII
de Rmy Martin demonstrated craftsmanship and savoir-faire during an experiential tasting 52 stories above the
streets of New York.

Organized jointly by the cognac brand and Four Seasons Hotel New York, the Louis XIII Experience launched on
Nov. 13 and is reserved only for guests who book the hotel's Royal Suite, or the "crown jewel" of the property, the
bespoke Ty Warner Penthouse. Experiential travel is on-trend, and hospitality brands are continuously searching for
unique, one-off ways to capture affluent consumers' attention, especially those who are not restricted by cost (see
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more).

"As a true patron of architecture, owner Ty Warner curated each and every design element for the $120 million
renovation," Mr. Eftekari said. "Each of our newly-unveiled interiors remain true to the celebrated modern-deco style
of I.M Pei, the architectural mastermind behind the building's iconic design."
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